
 

 No: BPS/BDPA (I)/PM/Gratuity/TN/2018             Dated 23
rd

 March, 2018 

 To: 

Ms. Aruna Sundararajan,  

Secretary IT,  

Department of Telecommunications, 

210, Sanchar Bhawan,  

20, Ashoka Road, 

NEW DELHI 110 001 

  

Subject: Arbitrary reduction of the pay of Phone Mechanics at the time of 

superannuation by the DOT-Cell, Tamilnadu circle for calculation of pension and 

gratuity etc. 

 

Respected Madam: 

 

We wish to bring to your kind notice a case of wrong Pay Fixation of Phone 

Mechanics who were upgraded to post of Lineman before the formation of BSNL and 

were not reverted. We strongly feel that the CCA Cell of TN Circle has without any 

authority and seeking any clarification from your office, taken erroneous stand 

depriving the Phone Mechanics in the matter of Gratuity and Encashment of leave. To 

enlighten you on the subject, we seek your kind permission to put before you the 

following explanation with an earnest hope that the same will receive due 

consideration by your office. 

 

1. That the DOT had upgraded 23000 Posts of Regular Mazdoor and Group – D 

cadres as Lineman vide its letter No:1-42/MPP-98 (Pt) dt.31.12.1998 to place 

the qualified and trained for induction in the cadre of phone Mechanic 

temporarily from 01.12.1998 till they are absorbed in the future vacancies of 

phone Mechanic. Accordingly about 23000 RMs and Gr. Ds who have passed 

and trained as phone Mechanics were placed in the scale of Lineman by 

various circles.  

 

2. On their superannuation, the DOT-Cell, Tamilnadu has not taken the pay of 

such official as Lineman and notionally revised their pay with reference to 

the pay of RM or Gr.’D’ and accordingly reduced their last pay drawn as PM 

and authorized the Pension, Gratuity etc.  

 

3. Their stand is that the placement in Lineman scale due to non-availability of 

TM vacancies is temporary till their regular TM promotion and it is not post 

based promotion. Thus they have reduced the last pay drawn and authorized 

the pension, DCRG etc. Actually it is a post based promotion as Lineman 

made after upgrading 23000 posts of RM/Gr.Ds and promoted as per the 

provisions of R/Rs for the cadre of Lineman.   

 



4. In this connection we would like to submit that the action of the DOT-Cell, 

Tamilnadu circle is arbitrary and not based on any rules and orders on the 

subject (i.e. for sanction of pension and gratuity). The following points are 

brought to the notice of the DOT for favour of information and causing 

necessary instructions to the DOT-Cell Tamilnadu circle to remove the 

misunderstanding of the rules. 

 

Out Submission: 

 

1. That Up gradation of the Group – D and RM posts are not subject to any condition 

except that it is till they are absorbed as PM against future vacancies. Copies of note 

sheet discussions obtained under RTI Act also reveals no such condition as interpreted 

by the DOT-Cell, Tamilnadu Circle.  

 

2. Further,  they are promoted as Lineman against the upgraded posts on regular 

basis and not on officiating or adhoc basis. The term regular basis is as defined in FR 

22 (i.e. as per the provisions in the R/Rs). They have all fulfilled the conditions 

prescribed in the R/Rs for promotion to the cadre of Lineman. Refer note sheet 1/N on 

DOT file No.1-42/MPP-98 (Pt).  

 

3. Thus, they are all regular Linemen and cannot be reverted as RM or Gr.D at the 

time of absorption as TM as has been done by the DOT-Cell, Tamilnadu. It may be 

noted that at the time of their appointment as TM they were not reverted as RM or 

Gr.D by the DOT.  

 

4. Either the up gradation orders dated 31.12.1998 or the note sheet discussions 

obtained under RTI Act do not say anything of not to take into account the pay drawn 

as Lineman for the purpose of pay fixation as TM on their absorption as TM. It is a 

astonishing to say how the DOT-Cell Tamilnadu is wrongly interpreting the decision 

of the Telecom Commission Members such as Member (S) and Member (F) on this 

subject after a detailed discussion in DOT.  

 

5. Even if it is so, nowhere in the CCS (Pension) Rules, it said such pay should not be 

taken as emoluments for calculation of pension and other benefits. In fact, FR 9(21) 

(a) (i) as referred to in Rule 33 of CCS (Pension) Rules 1972 clearly defines the pay 

without any ambiguity. 

 

6. The pay drawn in the substantive post or in an officiating capacity is the pay to be 

taken as emoluments for the purpose of any fixation on promotion or pension. The 

pay fixed as Lineman itself on this promotion as Lineman on regular basis and 

therefore it is substantive and it cannot be termed as even officiating or adhoc or 

temporary.  

 

7. In the pension rules nowhere it is restricted/clarified that such pay should not be 

taken into account for calculation of pension and gratuity etc. This is the erroneous 

interpretation of the DOT-Cell Tamilnadu taken without support of any rules merely 

to deny the Pensionary benefits to the Telecom Mechanics of BSNL.  

 

We, therefore, earnestly requesting you to kindly re-examine the case of CCA 

Tamilnadu Circle and help the pensioners who are eagerly awaiting justice from your 

noble hands. 

 

With regards, 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 



(D.D. MISTRY) 

Secretary BSNL/PSU 

Bharat Pensioner Samaj. 

 

Copy for information and necessary action to: 

1. The Director / HR, BSNL, New Delhi.  

2. The Pr.CCA, DOT-Cell, Tamilnadu Circle, Chennai-28.  

3. The CGM, BSNL, Tamilnadu Circle, Chennai-6.  

4. The CGM, BSNL, CHTD, Chennai-10.  

5. The Co-Ordinator, BDPA (India), Tamilnadu Circle, Vellore. 

 


